
AQA Religious Studies A– Theme Religion and Life 

Ideas about Creation 
Christian Ideas
- Christians believe the universe was designed and made by God
- The creation story in Genesis 1 says that God made the world in six days
- Literalist Christians believe this is true and that God created Adam + Eve from whom all humans 
come
- Liberal Christians say the creation story in the Bible is just a story and may agree with scientific ideas 
about creation
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” – Genesis 1:1
Scientific Ideas
- The Big Bang Theory argues that the universe started as a dense collection of mass which massively 
expanded creating stars, galaxies and planets
- The Theory of Evolution comes from Charles Darwin who observed that animals change over time 
and argued that humans were not designed by God but evolved from apes
- These theories do not fit with a literalist Christian’s view but could fit with a liberal viewDominion and Stewardship

Stewardship
- Stewardship means Christians have a duty to look after the environment on behalf of God and for future generations
- This can be seen where Christians campaign for environmental charities or choose to reduce waste and recycle
- Guard the garden and cultivate it Genesis 2:15 
Dominion
- Dominion is the idea that God gave humans power and authority over the world 
- Some Christians believes this allows them to use natural resources (e.g. oil and coal) and animals to make their lives better
- Rule over [..] every living creature” - Genesis 1:28

Abortion  
Abortion is the removal of a foetus from the womb in order to end a pregnancy. 
- In the UK (except Northern Ireland) it is legal during the first 24 weeks of pregnancy unless the mother’s 
life is in danger or the foetus is severely deformed.

The Catholic Church is strongly against abortion. They believe in sanctity of life, the idea that life is a 
sacred gift from God which only God can take away. They see the foetus as a living thing.

The Church of England think abortion is sometimes acceptable as a pregnancy as a result of rape or 
where the child would be very ill would lead to a very poor quality of life

Euthansia 
Euthanasia is the painless killing of a patient with a terminal illness. 
- Voluntary euthanasia is where the patient asks for their life to be ended.
- Non-voluntary euthanasia is where the patient is not capable of asking to die, perhaps in a coma. 
- All forms of euthanasia are currently illegal in the UK. 

eThe Catholic Church is strongly against euthanasia. They believe that only God can give and take life and that life is sacred (sanctity of 
life)  

Some liberal Christians think euthanasia can be an act of mercy which Jesus tells them is a good thing to do, this is especially the case 
when someone’s quality of life is very poor.

The After Life 
Christians believe that when you die you will be judged and that those who are found to be good will go 
to heaven but those who have sinned and gone against God’s wishes will go to hell. 

Roman Catholics believe that there is a middle stage called purgatory where souls go to be purified of 
sin before they go to heaven
Some Christians believe that Jesus will return on a future Day of Judgement when all souls will be 
judged 

Big Ideas: 

Justice and Equality  

The Nature of God 

The Big Narratives  

Key Words

Abortion The ending of a pregnancy Liberal A type of Christian who reads the Bible as 

stories, myths and metaphors

Big Bang Theory Scientific theory of the creation of the 

universe through a large explosion

Literalist A type of Christian who believes the Bible is 

literally true + the word of God

Dominion The power humans have over God’s 

creation

Natural Resources Materials found in nature (e.g. coal, oil) 

which are exploited by humans

Euthanasia The painless killing of a terminally ill patient Purgatory Where Catholics believe souls are purified 

after death + before heaven

Evolution Scientific theory of the development of 

humans from apes

Quality of Life How easy or difficult someone’s life is – e.g. 

cancer causes a low quality of life

Heaven Paradise where those judged good go after 

death to be forever with God

Sanctity of Life The belief that all life is sacred as man is 

made in God’s image 

Hell Damnation where those judged bad go 

after death to be forever without God

Stewardship The responsibility God gave humans to look 

after the world

Judgement After death Christians believe you are 

judged by God

Vegetarian The choice not to eat animals



Theme B
Abortion
The Roman Catholic Church (RCC) teach that 
abortion is tantamount to murder as they teach 
that life begins at the moment of conception. 
More liberal Christians may argue that abortion 
would be the lesser of the two evils in 
circumstances such as rape. 
Muslims believe that ensoulment takes place 
40-120 days after conception for this reason 
early abortion would be preferable.  They would 
consider quality of life arguments also.  

Euthanasia
The Roman Catholic Church are completely 
against euthanasia as it undermines the sanctity 
of human life, however they do allow for the 
principle of double effect. Some more liberal 
Christians argue in favour of euthanaisa as they 
consider it to be mercy killing. 
Islam is completely against euthanasia ( haram) 
as God has planned every person’s life 
(predestination). To end a life prematurely is 
going against God, because it is interfering with 
God’s plan. 

Animal experimentation
Most Christians would argue that the sanctity of 
human life means that humans have dominion over 
animals ( Genesis 1:26) therefore would allow animal 
experimentation for medical advancement. 
In Islam causing harm to animals is not allowed 
however if such actions were to protect and preserve 
human life ( e.g: the development of medicines) an 
exception may be made.
Today most medical researchers are looking for 
cures for diseases that are brought about by our 
poor lifestyle choices, why should animals suffer 
because we cannot stop smoking or drinking. 
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